As shown in Fig. S6 , P-400 remained the hexagram superstructure with roughened surface, indicating the generation of more edge defects during the phase transfer process. TEM image shows porous defects on the branches with a diameter of ~ 3 nm (Fig. S6b) . The identified lattice spacings of 0.21 and 0.25 nm can be assigned to the (200) and (111) facets of CoO, respectively (Fig. S6c) . Importantly, HRTEM confirmed the relatively regular atomic arrangement in the crystal lattice of P-400, although many atoms were misplaced from their regular positions. These misplacements are indicative of intrinsic defects.
It is a hierarhical structure of the CoO hexagram. Thus, it is important to observe the connection between nanorod branches and the nanoplate core in TEM image. However, the connections is too thick to observe directly by TEM and SAED. We crushed P-400 into small pieces. Fig. S6d shows the TEM image of a piece of crushed P-400 hexagram. The boundaries between nanorods and the nanoplate were obtained from two different edges. The HRTEM images of these boundaries show that the crystal lattices of nanorods and the nanoplate are continuously connected at the atomic level (Fig. S6e,  f) . . pH dependence of the potential required for P-400 to get a specific current density at j = 7 mA cm −2 .
